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The War The Infantry Knew, 1914-1919-Capt. J. C. Dunn 2016-07-26 Memoirs of British medical officer J.
C. Dunn during World War I: “The first duty of a battalion medical officer in War is to discourage the
evasion of duty...not seldom against one’s better feelings, sometimes to the temporary hurt of the
individual, but justice to all other men as well as discipline demands it.” “Sometimes, through word of
mouth and shared enthusiasm, a secret book becomes famous. The War the Infantry Knew is one of them.
Published privately in a limited edition of five hundred copies in 1938, it gained a reputation as an
outstanding account of an infantry battalion's experience on the Western Front.”—Daily Telegraph “I have
been waiting for a long time for someone to republish this classic. It is one of the most interesting and
revealing books of its type and is a genuinely truthful and fascinating picture of the war as it was for the
infantry”—John Keegan 'A remarkably coherent narrative of the battalion's experiences in diary form...a
moving historical record which deserves to be added to the select list of outstanding accounts of the First
World War”—Times Literary Supplement “A magnificent tour de force, the length of three ordinary
books.”—London Review of Books
The War the Infantry Knew, 1914-1919-James Churchill Dunn 1987
British Infantry Battalion Commanders in the First World War-Peter E. Hodgkinson 2016-04-15 Recent
studies of the British Army during the First World War have fundamentally overturned historical
understandings of its strategy and tactics, yet the chain of command that linked the upper echelons of
GHQ to the soldiers in the trenches remains poorly understood. In order to reconnect the lines of
communication between the General Staff and the front line, this book examines the British army’s
commanders at battalion level, via four key questions: (i) How and where resources were found from the
small officer corps of 1914 to cope with the requirement for commanding officers (COs) in the expanding
army; (ii) What was the quality of the men who rose to command; (iii) Beyond simple overall quality,
exactly what qualities were perceived as making an effective CO; and (iv) To what extent a meritocracy
developed in the British army by the Armistice. Based upon a prosopographical analysis of a database over
4,000 officers who commanded infantry battalions during the war, the book tackles one of the central
historiographical issues pertaining to the war: the qualities of the senior British officer. In so doing it
challenges lingering popular conceptions of callous incompetence, as well more scholarly criticism that
has derided the senior British officer, but has done so without a data-driven perspective. Through his
thorough statistical analysis Dr Peter Hodgkinson adds a valuable new perspective to the historical debate
underway regarding the nature of British officers during the extraordinary expansion of the Army between
1914 and 1918, and the remarkable, yet often forgotten, British victories of The Hundred Days.
Infantry- 1989
War as I Knew it-George Smith Patton 1995 Transcripts from General Patten's war diary covering his
campaigns in Sicily, France, and Germany
That Astonishing Infantry'-Michael Glover 2007-11-15 The Royal Welch Fusiliers were present at all
Marlborough's great victories; they were one of the six Minden regiments; they fought throughout the
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Peninsula and were present at Wellington's final glorious victory at Waterloo. In The Great War their
officers included the writer poets Siegfried Sassoon and Robert Graves; their 22 battalions fought not just
on the Western Front but at Gallipoli, in Egypt, Palestine, Salonika, Mesopotamia and Italy. In WW2 they
won battle honours from the Reichswald to Kohima. More recently they have served with distinction in the
war against terror in the Middle East. Like so many famous regiments the RWF are no longer in the
British Army's order of battle having been amalgamated into the Royal Regiment of Wales. But this fine
book is the lasting memorial to a fiercely proud and greatly admired regiment.
A Nation in Arms-Ian F. W. Beckett 2004-12-22 The Great War was the first conflict to draw men and
women into uniform on a massive scale. From a small regular force of barely 250,000, the British Army
rapidly expanded into a national force of over five million. A Nation in Arms brings together original
research into the impact of the war on the army as an institution, gives a revealing account of those who
served in it and offers fascinating insights into its social history during one of the bloodiest wars.
How the War Was Won-T.H.E. Travers 2002-11-01 "How the War Was Won" describes the major role
played by the British Expeditionary Force on the Western Front in defeating the German army. In
particular, the book explains the methods used in fighting the last year of the war, and raises questions as
to whether mechanical warfare could have been more widely used. Using a wide range of unpublished
material from archives in both Britain and Canada, Travers explores the two themes of command and
technology as the style of warfare changed from late 1917 through 1918. He describes in detail the British
army's defense against the German 1918 spring offensives, analyzes command problems during these
offensives, and offers an overriding explanation for the March 1918 retreat. He also fully investigates the
role of the tank from Cambrai to the end of the war, and concludes that, properly used, the tank could
have made a greater contribution to victory. "How the War Was Won" explodes many myths and advances
newand controversial arguments. It will be essential reading for military historians and strategists, and for
those interested in the origins of mechanical warfare.
Life, Death, and Growing Up on the Western Front-Anthony Fletcher 2013-10-28 DIV This book was
inspired by the author’s discovery of an extraordinary cache of letters from a soldier who was killed on the
Western Front during the First World War. The soldier was his grandfather, and the letters had been
tucked away, unread and unmentioned for many decades. Intrigued by the heartbreak and history of these
family letters, Fletcher sought out the correspondence of other British soldiers who had volunteered for
the fight against Germany. This resulting volume offers a vivid account of the physical and emotional
experiences of seventeen British soldiers whose letters survive. Drawn from different regiments, social
backgrounds, and areas of England and Scotland, they include twelve officers and five ordinary
“Tommies.”/div DIV /div DIV The book explores the training, journey to France, fear, shellshock, and life in
the trenches as well as the leisure, love, and home leave the soldiers dreamed of. Fletcher discusses the
psychological responses of 17- and 18-year-old men facing appalling realities and considers the particular
pressures on those who survived their fallen comrades. While acknowledging the horror and futility the
soldiers of the Great War experienced, the author shows another side to the story, focusing new attention
on the loyal comradeship, robust humor, and strong morale that uplifted the men at the Front and created
a powerful bond among them./div
5327-Mark Rowe 2013-09-06 August 1914 is the story of England in that watershed month when the
country went from peace to war. It tells of what life was like in a country that looked, and smelt, very
different to today. Work could be long, hard and deadly; pleasures were rough and simple; religion was a
comfort for many. Some of the people whose stories you will encounter are well-known, such as Winston
Churchill, the rising First Lord of the Admiralty. Others were not famous figures - Winston’s sister-in-law,
the self-centred Lady ‘Goonie’ Churchill; William Swift, the village headmaster, retired to his garden; the
game-shooting student Clifford Gothard, and the aristocrat Gerald Legge. Their diaries and letters tell
vividly what they did and thought, and how they reacted to the news of armies on the march across
Europe. Mark Rowe’s fascinating book gives a unique insight into the main events of that month - the
outburst of patriotism in front of Buckingham Palace, the panic-buying, the rush by some to volunteer, and
the confused and bloody fighting. Not everyone welcomed the war, just as some were in revolt against the
peacetime order: suffragettes, socialists, and Irish nationalists. August 1914 shows a kaleidoscope of
disunited people who just happened to share the same island - suddenly faced with the greatest war the
world had ever seen.
The Chief-Gary Sheffield 2011-09-22 ‘Well written and persuasive …objective and well-rounded….this
scholarly rehabilitation should be the standard biography’ **** Andrew Roberts, Mail on Sunday ‘A true
judgment of him must lie somewhere between hero and zero, and in this detailed biography Gary Sheffield
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shows himself well qualified to make it … a balanced portrait’ Sunday Times ‘Solid scholarship and
admirable advocacy’ Sunday Telegraph Douglas Haig is the single most controversial general in British
history. In 1918, after his armies had won the First World War, he was feted as a saviour. But within
twenty years his reputation was in ruins, and it has never recovered. In this fascinating biography,
Professor Gary Sheffield reassesses Haig’s reputation, assessing his critical role in preparing the army for
war.
Public Schools and The Great War-Anthony Seldon 2013-10-30 In this pioneering and original book,
Anthony Seldon and David Walsh study the impact that the public schools had on the conduct of the Great
War, and vice versa. Drawing on fresh evidence from 200 leading public schools and other archives, they
challenge the conventional wisdom that it was the public school ethos that caused needless suffering on
the Western Front and elsewhere. They distinguish between the younger front-line officers with recent
school experience and the older 'top brass' whose mental outlook was shaped more by military
background than by memories of school.The Authors argue that, in general, the young officers' public
school education imbued them with idealism, stoicism and a sense of service. While this helped them care
selflessly for the men under their command in conditions of extreme danger, it resulted in their death rate
being nearly twice the national average.This poignant and thought-provoking work covers not just those
who made the final sacrifice, but also those who returned, andwhose lives were shattered as a result of
their physical and psychological wounds. It contains a wealth of unpublished detail about public school life
before and during the War, and how these establishments and the country at large coped with the
devastating loss of so many of the brightest and best. Seldon and Walsh conclude that, 100 years on,
public school values and character training, far from being concepts to be mocked, remain relevant and
that the present generation would benefit from studying them and the example of their
predecessors.Those who read Public Schools and the Great War will have their prevailing assumptions
about the role and image of public schools, as popularised in Blackadder, challenged and perhaps
changed.
The Long Shadow of Emile Cailliet-Abigail Rian Evans 2011-09-23 This book aims to examine the
importance of Christian philosophy in theological education through the prism of the life and teachings of
Emile Cailliet. The book's primary focus is on his years of teaching at Princeton Theological Seminary, to
which all the authors are connected. This work examines Cailliet as a believer, teacher, scholar, and
philosopher. Although Cailliet wrote over twenty books, none of them articulated his formal position on
the nature of theological education. However, it is clear from his teaching at seminary and his writings on
philosophy, especially Pascal, that he saw philosophy as an integral part of seminary training. We want to
preserve his work because he was a seminal but neglected thinker whose influence extends from science
to literature and from philosophy to spirituality and theology. We believe that Emile Cailliet was one of the
most influential Christians of the twentieth century. We invite the reader to stand in the long shadow of
Cailliet and consider how his life and thought can help us tackle some of the knotty questions that face us
today.
Endurance and the First World War-David Monger 2014-10-02 Endurance was an inherent part of the
First World War. The chapters in this collection explore the concept in New Zealand and Australia.
Researchers from a range of backgrounds and disciplines address what it meant for New Zealanders and
Australians to endure the First World War, and how the war endured through the Twentieth Century.
Soldiers and civilians alike endured hardship, discomfort, fears and anxieties during the war. Officials and
organisations faced unprecedented demands on their time and resources, while Maori, Australian
Aborigines, Anglo-Indian New Zealanders and children sought their own ways to contribute and be
acknowledged. Family-members in Australia and New Zealand endured uncertainty about their loved
ones’ fates on distant shores. Once the war ended, different forms of endurance emerged as responses,
memories, myths and memorials quickly took shape and influenced the ways in which New Zealanders and
Australians understood the conflict. The collection is divided into the themes of Institutional Endurance,
Home Front Endurance, Battlefield Endurance, Race and Endurance, and Memorials.
Sassoon & Graves-Helen McPhail 2001-03-15 The war memoirs of these two officers with the Royal Welsh
Fusiliers have never been out of print since their first publication. Both men won instant and enduring
fame with these very different narratives, which made them two of the most influential participants in
shaping later attitudes to the war. Graves gave offence in many quarters with his factual inaccuracies
and/or slurs on various units of the British Army. Sassoon's nostalgic evocation of his cricketing and foxhunting background contrast with the detailed narrative of personalities and life in the Battle of the
Somme and the Battle of Arras. The thinly disguised names of real fellow officers are unravelled to help
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illustrate Sassoon's poetry and actions.
Haig: A Re-Appraisal 80 Years On-Brian Bond 2009-04-20 Field Marshal Earl Haig's reputation continues
to arouse as much interest and controversy as ever. This volume represents the collaboration of two
leading historical societies, The British Commission for Military History and The Douglas Haig Fellowship.
Leading historians have produced a comprehensive and fascinating study of the most significant and
frequently debated aspects of Haig's momentous career.
History of the 126th Infantry in the War with Germany-Emil B. Gansser 1920
With a Smile and a Wave-Peter Daybell 2005-01-01 During the late summer of 1915 Captain Aidan
Liddell's gallant exploits filled many newspaper columns and he was feted as a national hero. Already
decorated for bravery while serving with the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, he transferred to the
Royal Flying Corps, and it was as a pilot that he attracted national acclaim.Badly wounded over enemy
occupied Belgium, Liddell lost consciousness as his two-seater RE5 aircraft was raked by machine gun
fire, and plunged out of control towards the ground. Despite terrible injuries and the extensive damage to
his machine, he somehow recovered from an inverted dive and flew on for a further half an hour to the
safety of the Allied lines, so saving his observer and a valuable aircraft.For this action he was awarded the
Victoria Cross, but did not live to receive Britain's highest gallantry award and succumbed to his wounds a
month later. With a Smile and a Wave provides a vivid picture of the squalor and danger of war, the
backbreaking hardship of trench life and of the challenges of pioneer air fighting. It draws extensively on
Captain Liddell's own letters and diaries and exposes the character and courage of the man in his own
often compelling and moving words. But it is a story not just of war, but of growing up in a devout and
prosperous family, of a Jesuit education at Stonyhurst College, and of Edwardian Oxford before the Great
War. It portrays the privileged lifestyle of the English country gentleman, and describes how a very close
knit and patriotic family dealt with the adversity of war.
The Face of Battle-John Keegan 1983-01-27 Master military historian John Keegan’s groundbreaking
analysis of combat and warfare The Face of Battle is military history from the battlefield: a look at the
direct experience of individuals at the "point of maximum danger." Without the myth-making elements of
rhetoric and xenophobia, and breaking away from the stylized format of battle descriptions, John Keegan
has written what is probably the definitive model for military historians. And in his scrupulous
reassessment of three battles representative of three different time periods, he manages to convey what
the experience of combat meant for the participants, whether they were facing the arrow cloud at the
battle of Agincourt, the musket balls at Waterloo, or the steel rain of the Somme. “The best military
historian of our generation.” –Tom Clancy
The Curious World of Christmas-Niall Edworthy 2008-10-07 A fascinating miscellany that celebrates all
things Christmas from the author of The Curious Gardener?s Almanac. Drawing from more than two
thousand years of history and culture, this collection of anecdotes, customs, tips, and recipes features
more than 1,000 entries honoring one of the world?s most celebrated holidays. This unpredictable,
addictive gem weaves in famous quotations, traditional sayings, verses, and wisdom to create a book that
will be enjoyed long after the Christmas tree is down and the turkey leftovers finished off. Each page
yields tidbits on everything from the real reason why December 25th was chosen as the celebratory day
and a 19th-century turkey recipe to the origins of kissing under mistletoe and statistics showing why
Christmas is proven to be more stressful than divorce or burglary. Chapter topics include: ? Farting
Dwarves and Peacock Pie (or, How Our Ancestors Celebrated Christmas) ? Will the Real Father Christmas
Please Stand Up (or, The Origins of Santa Claus) ? Happy Reunions, Terrible Tantrums (or, Christmas and
the Family) ? Reindeer Sausages and Minced Coffins (or, Christmas Food and Drink) ? And much more
With enough curiosities to intrigue, amuse, and enlighten even the grumpiest Scrooge, this is the perfect
gift book for anyone who counts down the months until their favorite holiday.
History of the War in South Africa, 1899-1902-Great Britain. War Office 1907
The Secret Battle-Michael Roper 2009-06-15 What did home mean to British soldiers and how did it help
them to cope with the psychological strains of the Great War? Family relationships lie at the heart of this
book. It explores the contribution letters and parcels from home played in maintaining the morale of this
largely young, amateur army. And it shows how soldiers, in their turn, sought to adapt domestic habits to
the trenches. Pursuing the unconscious clues within a rich collection of letters and memoirs with the help
of psychoanalytical ideas, including those formulated by the veteran tank commander Wilfred Bion, this
study asks fundamental questions about the psychological resources of this generation of young men. It
reveals how the extremities of battle exposed the deepest emotional ties of childhood, and went on
marking the post-war domestic lives of those who returned.
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There's a War to Be Won-Geoffrey Perret 2011-08-03 THERE'S A WAR TO BE WON is the landmark story
of one of the greatest armies in history, a conscript force of amateur soldiers who had an unparalleled
record of combat success. Here -- for the first time in one volume -- is the chronicle of the United States
Army's dramatic mobilization and stunning march to victory in World War II. In a lively and engrossing
narrative that spans theaters of operations around the world, Geoffrey Perret tells how the Army was
drafted, trained, organized, armed, and led at every stage of the war. Beginning with the prescient
military planners of the 1930s, he offers vivid warts-and-all profiles of the farsighted commanders who
would lead the way, men like Marshall, MacArthur, Eisenhower, Ridgway, Bradley, and Patton. Drawing
heavily on important new source material in major archives throughout the United States, THERE'S A
WAR TO BE WON offers new insights into the wartime Army, its commanders, and its battles. A major
work of American military history. "An immensely readable, well-researched history . . . Dramatic." -Chicago Tribune
History of the Second Massachusetts Regiment of Infantry-Daniel Oakley 1884
War Paint-Bill Goshen 2007-12-18 The men who served with in the 1st Infantry Division with F company,
52nd Infantry, (LRP) later redesignated as Company I, 75th Infantry (Ranger) --engaged in some of the
fiercest, bloodiest fighting during the Vietnam War, suffering a greater relative aggregate of casualties
that any other LRRP/LRP/ Ranger company. Their base was Lai Khe, within hailing distance of the
Vietcong central headquarters, a mile inside Cambodia, with its vast stockpiles of weapons and thousands
of transient VC and NVA soldiers. Recondo-qualified Bill Goshen was there, and has written the first
account of these battle-hardened soldiers. As the eyes and ears of the Big Red One, the 1st Infantry, these
hunter/killer teams of only six men instered deep inside enemy territory had to survive by their wits, or
suffer the deadly consequences. Goshen himself barely escaped with his life in a virtual suicide mission
that destroyed half his team. His gripping narrative recaptures the raw courage and sacrifice of American
soldiers fighting a savage war of survival: men of all colors, from all walks of life, warriors bonded by
triumph and tragedy, by life and death. They served proudly in Vietnam, and their stories need to be told.
From the Paperback edition.
Civil War Infantry Tactics-Earl J. Hess 2015-04-13 For decades, military historians have argued that the
introduction of the rifle musket-with a range five times longer than that of the smoothbore musket-made
the shoulder-to-shoulder formations of linear tactics obsolete. Author Earl J. Hess challenges this deeply
entrenched assumption. He contends that long-range rifle fire did not dominate Civil War battlefields or
dramatically alter the course of the conflict because soldiers had neither the training nor the desire to
take advantage of the musket rifle's increased range. Drawing on the drill manuals available to officers
and a close reading of battle reports, Civil War Infantry Tactics demonstrates that linear tactics provided
the best formations and maneuvers to use with the single-shot musket, whether rifle or smoothbore. The
linear system was far from an outdated relic that led to higher casualties and prolonged the war. Indeed,
regimental officers on both sides of the conflict found the formations and maneuvers in use since the era
of the French Revolution to be indispensable to the survival of their units on the battlefield. The training
soldiers received in this system, combined with their extensive experience in combat, allowed small units
a high level of articulation and effectiveness. Unlike much military history that focuses on grand
strategies, Hess zeroes in on formations and maneuvers (or primary tactics), describing their purpose and
usefulness in regimental case studies, and pinpointing which of them were favorites of unit commanders
in the field. The Civil War was the last conflict in North America to see widespread use of the linear
tactical system, and Hess convincingly argues that the war also saw the most effective tactical
performance yet in America's short history.
Sixty Days in Combat-Dean Joy 2007-12-18 “The infantryman’s war is . . . without the slightest doubt the
dirtiest, roughest job of them all.” He went in as a military history buff, a virgin, and a teetotaler. He came
out with a war bride, a taste for German beer, and intimate knowledge of one of the darkest parts of
history. His name is Dean Joy, and this was his war. For two months in 1945, Joy endured and survived the
everyday deprivations and dangers of being a frontline infantryman. His amazingly detailed memoir, selfillustrated with numerous scenes Joy remembers from his time in Europe, brings back the sights, sounds,
and smells of the experience as few books ever have. Here is the story of a young man who dreamed of
flying fighter aircraft and instead was chosen to be cannon fodder in France and Germany . . . who
witnessed the brutality of Nazis killing Allied medics by using the cross on their helmets as targets . . . and
who narrowly escaped being wounded or killed in several “near miss” episodes, the last of which occurred
on his last day of combat. Sixty Days in Combat re-creates all the drama of the “dogface’s” fight, a time
that changed one young man in a war that changed the world.
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No Man's War-Angela Ricketts 2014-06-16 “If you’ve ever wanted to know what life on an army base is
like, you have to read this amazingly honest memoir.” —PureWow Raised as an Army brat, Angie Ricketts
thought she knew what she was in for when she eloped with Darrin—then an infantry lieutenant—on the
eve of his deployment to Somalia. Since that time, Darrin, now a colonel, has been deployed eight times,
serving four tours in Iraq and Afghanistan. And Ricketts, has lived every one of those deployments
intimately—distant enough to survive the years spent apart from her husband, but close enough to share a
common purpose and a lifestyle they both love. With humor, candor, and a brazen attitude, Ricketts pulls
back the curtain on a subculture many readers know, but few ever will experience. Counter to the
dramatized snap shot seen on the TV show Army Wives, Ricketts digs into the personalities and posturing
that officers’ wives must survive daily—whether navigating a social event on post, suffering through a
husbands prolonged deployment or reacting to a close friends death in combat. “Outspoken in her critique
of the ‘Army machine,’ Ricketts celebrates the ‘secret sisterhood’ of soldiers’ wives, defiantly and
desperately battling for survival. A blunt, bold debut memoir.” —Kirkus Reviews
Old Soldiers Never Die-Frank Richards 2016-04-01 Arguably the greatest of all published memoirs of the
Great War, "Old Soldiers Never Die" is Private Frank Richards classic account of the war from the
standpoint of the regular soldier, and a moving tribute to the army that died on the Western Front in
1914. In this remarkable tale, Richards recounts life in the trenches as a member of the famous Royal
Welch Fusiliers, with all its death and cameraderie, in graphic detail, vividly bringing to life the trials and
tribulations faced by the ordinary rank and file."
If You Survive-George Wilson 2010-11-10 "If you survive your first day, I'll promote you." So promised
George Wilson's World War II commanding officer in the hedgerows of Normandy -- and it was to be a
promise dramatically fulfilled. From July, 1944, to the closing days of the war, from the first penetration of
the Siegfried Line to the Nazis' last desperate charge in the Battle of the Bulge, Wilson fought in the
thickest of the action, helping take the small towns of northern France and Belgium building by building.
Of all the men and officers who started out in Company F of the 4th Infantry Division with him, Wilson was
the only one who finished. In the end, he felt not like a conqueror or a victor, but an exhausted survivor,
left with nothing but his life -- and his emotions. If You Survive One of the great first-person accounts of
the making of a combat veteran, in the last, most violent months of World War II. From the Paperback
edition.
Why Texans Fought in the Civil War-Charles David Grear 2012-09-01 In Why Texans Fought in the Civil
War, Charles David Grear provides insights into what motivated Texans to fight for the Confederacy.
Mining important primary sources—including thousands of letters and unpublished journals—he affords
readers the opportunity to hear, often in the combatants’ own words, why it was so important to them to
engage in tumultuous struggles occurring so far from home. As Grear notes, in the decade prior to the
Civil War the population of Texas had tripled. The state was increasingly populated by immigrants from all
parts of the South and foreign countries. When the war began, it was not just Texas that many of these
soldiers enlisted to protect, but also their native states, where they had family ties.
At the Eleventh Hour-Hugh Cecil 1998-08-12 Following on from the highly acclaimed Facing Armageddon
and Passchendaele in Perspective, At the Eleventh Hour recognises that a world was ending in November
1918, and by international collaboration on the 80th Anniversary we learn through this book, what it was
like to experience the transition from war to peace. Distinguished historians brilliantly convey a sense of
immediacy as the Armistice is recreated and analysed.The reader will not just acquire new areas of
information, he will have some of the existing knowledge which he thought was soundly held, strikingly
challenged in the pages of this superbly illustrated book.
The Successes and Sacrifices of the British Army in 1914-John Philip Jones 2009 This book is a descriptive
history integrating into an analysis of military strategy the form of warfare as it changed radically and
unexpectedly in 1914 with a reault of large armies becomind deadlocked and suffering disastrous losses in
their attempts to advance from their lines of primitive trenches.
Echoes from the Infantry-Frank Nappi 2005-11 A synthesized tale based on the true accounts of World
War II veterans from the author's Long Island community follows the experiences of a veteran who comes
to terms with the factors that shaped his father and endures harrowing combat by drawing strength on
the love he shares with his fiance back home.
Breakthrough!-Hubert C. Johnson 1994 The trench-warfare stalemate of World War I was the virtually
inevitable result of new technology and the cultural mindset of the times. The machine gun had made the
battlefield unhabitable in the fifty years since the Civil War: it mowed down soldiers at an inconceivable
rate. But the elaboration of defensive entrenchments early in World War I changed all that. An uneasy
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standoff ensued, an impasse that could not be broken though commanders on both sides sacrificed
thousands of men in the attempt. Why could they not see that their efforts were doomed? It is possibly the
greatest tragedy of this century that literally hundreds of thousands of men were slaughtered in pointless
charges against impregnable machine-gun emplacements. The problem, as Professor Johnson clearly
demonstrates, was that senior commanders on both sides simply could not imagine any alternative to the
frontal assault. They called it l'offensif a l'outrance, the doctrine of offense at all costs, and they sent men
to their deaths like savages sacrificing to the gods of tactical theory. It took a new breed of warrior, the
adventurous captains and majors who championed technological innovations like tanks and airplanes, to
break through the impasse. The author examines each of the major combatants in the Great War and
shows how their cultural institutions perpetuated the grim mentality of attrition. Not by accident, the
entry of the United States into the fray coincided with the resumption of the tactics of maneuver that
finally led to the Allied victory.
The 21st North Carolina Infantry-Lee W. Sherrill, Jr. 2015-02-28 The 21st North Carolina Troops (11th
North Carolina Volunteers) was one of only two Tar Heel Confederate regiments that in 1865 could boast
“From Manassas to Appomattox.” The 21st was the only North Carolina regiment with Stonewall Jackson
during his 1862 Valley Campaign and remained with the same division throughout the war. It participated
in every major battle fought by the Army of Northern Virginia except the 1864 Overland Campaign, when
General Lee sent it to fight its own intense battles near New Bern and Plymouth. This book is written from
the perspective of the 1,942 men who served in the regiment and is filled with anecdotal material gleaned
from more than 700 letters and memoirs. In several cases it sheds new light on accepted but often
incorrect interpretations of events. Names such as Lee, Jackson, Hoke, Trimble, Hill, Early, Ramseur and
Gordon charge through the pages as the Carolina regiment gains a name for itself. Suffering a 50 percent
casualty rate over the four years, only 67 of the 920 young men and boys who began the war surrendered
to Grant at its end.
History in Dispute: World War I, first series-Benjamin Frankel 2000 This volume, focusing on World War I,
presents entries with a brief statement of opposing points of view, a summary of the issue, and two or
more essays giving the sides of the dispute.
War as I Knew it-George Smith Patton 1995 Transcripts from General Patten's war diary covering his
campaigns in Sicily, France, and Germany
Gravesiana- 1998
Journal of the Society for Army Historical Research-Society for Army Historical Research (London,
England) 2010
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